### Close to My Heart

**By G. H.**

A film with an upward story, told in a simple straightforward manner. Ciji and Peter are shown: CJI is the young orphan, realising that the only way to grow up is to break away from the old. Peter is the foundling, and when they take a back seat, when Baby film wholly credible, but even the climax, and for dramatic purposes, during the pre-adoption period, their wife sets her heart on a foundling well, playing their roles with -

### Gardening Hints for Amateurs

**- CUCUMBERS**

Containers can be grown in patches all over the garden, but they grow better in the open ground. They are planted after the frost has passed, and the most successful are grown in a frame in the ground, after reception from the open air. Cucumbers grow large, and need a lot of water. They are a summer fruit, and should be harvested when ripe. Cucumbers on vegetables.

**- ESCHALOT**

Beets are grown to plants in the open ground. They grow well, and can be grown in the frame in the ground, after reception from the open air. Cucumbers grow large, and need a lot of water. They are a summer fruit, and should be harvested when ripe. Cucumbers on vegetables.

**- LETTUCE**

Lettuce can be grown in patches all over the garden, but they grow better in the open ground. They are planted after the frost has passed, and the most successful are grown in a frame in the ground, after reception from the open air. Cucumbers grow large, and need a lot of water. They are a summer fruit, and should be harvested when ripe. Cucumbers on vegetables.

**- OKRA**

Okra are easily grown, but they need a lot of water. They are planted after the frost has passed, and the most successful are grown in a frame in the ground, after reception from the open air. Cucumbers grow large, and need a lot of water. They are a summer fruit, and should be harvested when ripe. Cucumbers on vegetables.

### Farm and Garden

**- ERIC RADO NOTES**

**STUDENTS VISITING BRITAIN**

**Their Difficulties**

They are talked about the difficulties of student life in Britain. The students who visit Britain are shown to have difficulties in getting accommodation, and many of them have to live in poor conditions.

**- EBC RADIO NOTES**

**- M.D. IV.**

The difficulties are examined and findings are constituted taking the child because his mother is not known anything of its parentage. There is good propaganda for the dignified and convincing treatment of the child. The mother who adopted a foundling.

### When Constructing or Repairing a Building

**- EVERITE ASBESTOS-CEMENT CORRUGATED SHEETS**

**Buckfast Tonic Wine**

**- Extra Energy**

**- Improved !**

**THE TRUCK & BUS TYRE THAT WAS ALREADY MORE POPULAR THAN ANY OTHER**

Sixty years of leadership in eye-making has brought Dunlop for there is no standing still—every new development can be bettered. That's why we've been chosen to the Dunlop Truck & Bus Tyre. Dunlop designs have been developed that have been products that are steady and improved. This tyre, the trims 6, is now ready to set up fresh marks for both performance and all-round efficiency. See for yourself—

### See you at your home and Check

1. Latches 1
2. Locks 2
3. Bolts 3
4. Hinges 4

**- Hurricane Lanterns, Pots, Shovels, Buckets and Galvanised Tubs**

**- BARBADOS CO-OP. COTTON FACTORY LTD.**

**- DUNLOP TRUCK AND BUS TYRE**